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Motivations
• 85% of matter in the universe is “dark” 


• Theoretical motivation for sub-GeV dark matter (ADM, Hidden Sector, Freeze-in…)


• Aim for eV scale recoil energy threshold


• Superfluid 3He target ( ~100 K) with low noise readoutμ
Rep. Prog. Phys. 85 (2022) 056201 Review

Figure 1. A summary of several particle candidates and classes of candidates for DM discussed in the report. Shown are typical mass
ranges, more details can be found in the text.

zero by the decay of topological defects: strings and domain
walls. This can also lead to the formation of gravitationally
bound axion clumps [94] called mini-clusters. Both the relic
density and the mini-cluster mass distribution are notoriously
dif!cult to calculate. Nevertheless, for the post-in"ationary
scenario the axion mass can be constrained between 25 µeV
and∼15 meV, with the upper bound arising from astrophysical
arguments. The pre-in"ationary and post-in"ationary scenar-
ios de!ne the ‘classical’ QCD axion as DM window search
range ∼1 µeV to ∼1 meV when one assumes the initial
misalignment angle θi to be O(1).

For general ALPs (and hidden photons) the constraints in
the mass versus coupling constant parameter range are much
weaker. In general low mass ALPs could be viable DM candi-
dates for any coupling constant gaγ ! 10−11 GeV−1 (effective
mixing angle of ε ! 10−10 for hidden photons) for any mass
up to ∼ eV. For a general review see [95]. Note that such kind
of particles are also still possible for a mass "MeV.

It is remarkable that a plethora of other cosmological, astro-
physical and experimental effects can be explained by very low
mass axions or ALPs. Particularly relevant examples are the
accelerated expansion of the Universe [96], transparency of the
Universe to gamma rays [97, 98] or altering the evolution of
stars, radiation of black hole spin [99].

3.3. Alternatives to particle dark matter

There have been attempts at solving the DM puzzle outside
of particle physics. In this subsection we brie"y review some
approaches that have gained more attention.

As discussed in section 3.1.2, the vast majority of the DM
is non-baryonic. Therefore astrophysical bodies in the form
of baryonic MAssive COmpact Halo Objects (MACHOs)
can only make up a small fraction of the DM. However pri-
mordial black holes (PBHs), black holes that may form in
the early Universe, remain a viable CDM candidate [100].
As they form before the time of primordial nucleosynthesis,
PBHs are effectively non-baryonic, and if their mass is greater
than 5 × 1014 g(= 3 × 10−19M$) their lifetime is longer than
the age of the Universe. The recent discovery of gravitational
waves from∼ 10M$ binary black hole (BH) mergers has led to
a resurgence of interest in PBHs as a DM candidate [101–103].
Such massive PBHs are now excluded from making up all of

the DM by a combination of lensing, dynamical, accretion and
gravitational wave constraints. However, asteroid-mass PBHs,
with 1017 g ! MPBH ! 1022 g, are challenging to detect and
can still make up all of the dark matter. For a recent review of
the constraints on PBHs see [104].

While PBHs are not elementary particles, their production
does require physics beyond the standard model. The most
commonly considered mechanism is the collapse of large den-
sity perturbations generated by a period of cosmic in"ation.
However to form an interesting number of PBHs the pertur-
bations must be several orders of magnitude larger on small
scales than measured on cosmological scales, and this can-
not be achieved generically in single !eld slow-roll in"ation
models. For a recent review of PBH formation see [105].

All of the observational evidence for DM to date comes
from its gravitational interactions. Therefore it is in principle
possible that the observations could instead be explained by a
modi!cation of the law of gravity. Galaxy rotation curves can
be explained by a phenomenologicalmodi!cation of Newton’s
law of gravitation at low accelerations, known as modi!ed
Newtonian dynamics (MOND) [106]. To address cosmo-
logical observations a relativistic formalism, such as TeVeS
[107], is required. These models have dif!culties explaining
the heights of the higher order peaks in the CMB temper-
ature angular power [108] and are also tightly constrained
by the close to simultaneous detection of gravitational waves
and electromagnetic signals from a binary neutron star merger
[109]. Another challenge is provided by the Bullet cluster,
where gravitational weak lensing and x-ray observations show
that the dominant mass component is spatially separated from
the baryonic mass [110]. In summary, there is currently no
modi!ed gravity model that can explain all of the observational
evidence for dark matter.

4. Underground searches for WIMPs

Experiments searching for signals induced by dark matter
WIMPs from the galactic DM halo in terrestrial detectors
are called direct detection experiments. They require ultra-
low background levels to observe the feeble WIMP–matter
interactions and are thus conducted in deep underground
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Superfluidity

• Spin 1/2 nucleus - sensitivity to spin-dependent 
interactions


• Superfluid below TC of ~1 mK (0 bar)


• Form bound states analogous to Cooper pairs 
in superconductors 

Target: 3He

Phase diagram for 3He
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Interaction Response

• Quasiparticles (QP) released from breaking of Cooper pairs 
(107 QP per eV deposit)


• Both nuclear & electron recoils (20 eV threshold for ER)


• Secondary signal from scintillation

Target: 3He
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Simulation studies for the
detection of sub-GeV dark 
matter with a superfluid

3He calorimeter
Paolo Franchini, on behalf of the QUEST-DMC collaboration,  p.franchini@lancaster.ac.uk

Introduction

Several independent observations suggest that there is more mass in the Universe than has been directly 
observed. Dark matter is a hypothetical new form of matter that does not interact with the electromagnetic 
field and has a very weak interaction with ordinary baryonic matter. WIMPs (weakly interacting massive 
particles) are a dark matter candidate currently widely investigated in experiments, but most experiments
are constrained to spin-independent interactions in the 10–100 GeV/c2 mass range.

QUEST-DMC will use superfluid 3He as a dark matter collision target, aiming to reach the world-leading 
sensitivity to spin-dependent interactions of 0.1-1 GeV/c2 mass dark matter candidates. Here we discuss a 
simulation of the superfluid 3He bolometer’s impact energy sensitivity, and argue that recoil energy of <10 eV 
can be detected using nanomechanical resonators. We also investigate the sources of radioactive 
background at and above this region and their relative importance using the Geant4 particle physics 
simulations toolkit.

Dark Matter events in He3

Collision WIMP-He atom
●Heat as quasiparticle excitation
●Light from de-excitation

Model of a possible signal in our ROI

Prospects

UV photons (scintillation)

WIMP

SQUID
readout

180 nm wire

Bolometer in He3

Vibrating nano-meter wire resonator
● Wire in a cm3 of superfluid 3He 
● Quantum condensate at hundred micro-Kelvin
● Deposited energy as variation of the damping force
● SQUID readout of the wire response

Background events

Geant4 simulation:
● Cosmic rays
● Radioactive decays
● Neutrons
● Neutrinos
Screening of the material
Estimated activity

180 nm wire

Signal
simulation

Background
simulation

Detector
response model

Sensitivity for
<1 GeV/c
dark matter

Simulated sensitivity for a 200 nm wire with a SQUID readout
Schematic illustration of a 3He dark matter detector Resonator wire diameter (m)

Bolometer operation limitation

Schematic of a SQUID readout of a bolometer

Daily event rate from the the 3He epoxy cell

  ⌀ = 200 nm
L = 2 mm
T = 150 mK
P = 5 bar

Geant4 simulation of the
cryostat materials

Geant4 simulation of
a radioactive decay

Boulby assay results of the material

Geant4 simulation of the
cryostat materials

Event rate from all materials

Events/0.1g/day in 0-10keV 5 cells in 6 months

Betas 2.73E-03 12

Gammas 5.47E-04 2

PP neutrino 7.56E-07 0

CNF neutrino 3.33E-08 0

QUEST-DMC

QUEST-DMC is a four-university 
(Lancaster, Oxford, RHUL and Sussex) 
collaboration in the UK using Quantum 
Enhanced Superfluid Technology to 
detect Dark Matter and to explore 

Cosmology

The collaboration is funded via the QTFP 
programme by UKRI STFC and EPSRC

Motivation

RadioassaySimulation

Direct Dark Matter 
Detection Using a 

Superfluid 3He Bolometer
Robert G M Smith

v 85% of matter in the Universe is “dark”

v One possible theoretical candidate are Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs)

v Much of low mass WIMP parameter space still yet to be explored (see right)

v QUEST-DMC (Quantum Enhanced Superfluid Technologies for Dark Matter & Cosmology) aims 
to have leading sensitivity to spin-dependent interactions with sub-GeV mass WIMPS

QUEST-DMC is a four-university (Lancaster, Oxford, RHUL and Sussex) collaboration in the UK using Quantum Enhanced Superfluid 
Technology to detect Dark Matter and to explore Cosmology. The collaboration is funded via the QTFP programme by UKRI STFC and 
EPSRC.

v Geant4 Monte Carlo simulation of detector & 
cryostat

v Simulate events from backgrounds to produce 
expected rates in 3He target

v Germanium detectors at Boubly Underground 
Laboratory used for gamma ray spectroscopy

v Asses activity of radioactive isotopes in 
detector and cryostat materials

v Used in conjunction with SNOLAB radiopurity 
database

Sensitivity

Simulation studies for the
detection of sub-GeV dark 
matter with a superfluid

3He calorimeter
Paolo Franchini, on behalf of the QUEST-DMC collaboration,  p.franchini@lancaster.ac.uk
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Quantum-
enhanced superfluid 
bolometers: 
Quasiparticles

80 µK

2 mK

Transition-edge 
sensor:

Photons

v 1 cm3 box of 3He used as target for WIMP-nucleon recoils

v Energy deposition in cell breaks apart bound 3He Cooper pairs 
which in turn release quasiparticles (1)

v Quasiparticles interact with vibrating wire resonator (VWR) within 
3He cell (2)

v Change in linewidth of VWR read out using SQUID (3)

v Expected threshold on order of ~few eV

Why 3He?

v Ultra-low operating 
temperatures (~100 µK)

v Sensitive to spin-dependent
WIMP-nucleon interactions

v Preferable kinematics for 
low mass WIMPs

v High neutron capture cross-
section

v Electron recoil discrimination

SQUID?
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Direct dark matter detection: WIMPs

LZ (2022)
6·10-48 cm2 @ 30 GeV/c2

Spin Independent

Spin Dependent

https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.07640Rep. Prog. Phys. 85 (2022) 056201

QUEST-DMC

�0(T ) =
↵�

kBC0V T
3/2
C

1
p
T

(9)

in a volume V with a superfluid transition temperature TC (930 µK at 0 bar) and a heat capacity
at 0K of C0. The linear relationship between the height of a heater pulse and the energy deposition
for a VWR at a constant oscillation velocity is shown in figure 5.

Figure 3: Example of a bolometric event from [2] with height H above the baseline width of 0.414
Hz.
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Sensitivity projection

Signal
simulation

Background
simulation

Detector
response model

Sensitivity for
dark matter

arXiv:2106.06207

preliminary

When cooled down to below its 
critical temperature (~4K) the 
fermionic atoms in 3He form bound 
states through quasiparticle 
interaction called Cooper pairs. 
These bound states are analogous 
to electrons in a superconductor! 
This allows for small changes in 
energy to be detected as changes 
in heat. Other benefits to using 3He 
as a target material for a rare-
event search include:

Simulation studies for the
detection of sub-GeV dark 
matter with a superfluid

3He calorimeter
Paolo Franchini, on behalf of the QUEST-DMC collaboration,  p.franchini@lancaster.ac.uk
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Bolometer response: SQUID

● Error on the energy measurement

Paolo Franchini 17

Bolometer response

● Smaller wires have better sensitivity

Niobium–titanium
180 nm wire

Paolo Franchini 17

Bolometer response

● Smaller wires have better sensitivity

Niobium–titanium
180 nm wire

A schematic diagram of the VWR readout system. 
The SQUID current sensor detects the current Ii

through the wire with impedance Z(ω) with SQUID 
input coil Li

A Superconducting Quantum 
Interference Device usually consists 
of two Josephson junctions on either 
side of a superconducting loop. The 
phase difference between the two 
junctions when a magnetic field is 
applied allows for a sensitivity to 
changes in the magnetic field on the 
scale of flux quanta. This is due to the 
fluctuation of the critical current 
through the loop.

Simulated sensitivity for a 200nm wire 
with SQUID readout 

Nano-electro-mechanical system 
(NEMs) to be used in the bolometer

Example of a bolometric event with pulse height H

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2007.01.180.

Typical cell used in 3He 
bolometry

Inside of cell filled with 3He

Cell constructed from mix 
of Stycast and Araldite  

QP, singlet, triplet & infrared channels 
as a fraction of total readout for 

nuclear recoil interactions (top) and 
electron recoils (bottom)

3 Background Analysis

Detection of particles with such low cross-sections, such as WIMPs, requires extensive modelling of
background events within the detector to be able to set statistically significant limits on possible
WIMP interactions. Sources of particle background in QUEST-DMC take the form of high energy
cosmic-rays and their shower or spallation products, neutrinos from various sources (such as pp chain
solar neutrinos), fissile neutrons and radioactive decays from around the detector. QUEST-DMC
has a current goal of ⇠ 1 background events/day from radiogenic sources in the relevant energy
range.

3.1 BUGS

Low-background experiments such as QUEST-DMC require sensitive radio-assay results to produce
accurate models for background. The Boulby Underground Germanium Suite (BUGS) is located
in a mine shaft 1.1km underground in North Yorkshire [15]. The suite is equipped with multiple
Germanium detectors for the purposes of gamma ray spectroscopy placed in a class 6 cleanroom to
prevent contamination. The depth at which the suite is located (2840 m.w.e) prevents background
from the vast majority of cosmic rays.

Samples are cleaned thoroughly using Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA, weighed and triple bagged before
being sent for assay. From an analysis of characteristic gamma ray energy peaks above background,
compared with Monte Carlo simulations, measurements are taken for any gamma emitters with
high enough activity. Due to the resolution of the detectors only upper bounds for some isotopes
might be able to be measured. Figure 8 shows an example of assay results for stycast, which is a
composite material of the box containing the 3He target. Table 2 shows the corresponding results
when statistics for all daughter isotopes are combined.

Parent Isotope Combined Specific Activity (mBq kg�1)

Upper 238U < 3.6
Lower 238U < 4.8

210Pb 14.5 ± 9.7
Upper 232Th < 3.4
Lower 232Th < 2.2

40K < 25.5

Table 2: Assay results from Boulby for 127g sample of stycast.

3.2 Modelling QUEST-DMC

The Geant4 toolkit is designed to simulate particle interactions in complex geometries with the
ability for geometry and process visualisation. Detailed documentation of the software can be found
in [16]. The main components of information managed by Geant4 can be broken down into:

• Material properties

• Detector geometry

• Particle-matter interactions

• Particle tracking

The detector and surrounding materials for QUEST-DMC are broken down into separate volumes
within the Geant4 simulation. These are listed in table 3 from outermost to innermost geometries.
The visualisation of these volumes can be seen in figure 9. The innermost epoxy shells are boxes
whereas all other volumes are modelled as concentric cylinders with the assumption that their more
complex geometries will not have a large e↵ect on radiation entering the detector. Modelling these
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Boulby radioassay results for 127g sample of Stycast, 
one of the main composite materials of the 

bolometer cell

Gamma ray emission spectrum from 127g 
sample of Stycast

(Left) Germanium detector suite at Boubly
(Right) QUEST Stycast sample  placed inside Germanium

detector

R 
(m

Bq
)

Apply weighting factor using activity 
of isotope and mass of source 

volume
Sum over all radiogenic isotopes and 

all detector volumes

Take raw deposited energy 
spectrum from 100,000 G4 events 

of monoenergetic particle

Smoothed simulated rates for radiogenic and neutrino 
background and expected 1 GeV WIMP rate (dotted line) 
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Sensitivity projection

Signal
simulation

Background
simulation

Detector
response model

Sensitivity for
dark matter

preliminary

Here stot and btot are the tot mean numbers of signal and background events

and the integrals over probability density functions (pdfs) fs and fb give the

probabilities for an event to be found in the ith bin. The pdfs are functions of

the variable x and other parameters ✓s and ✓b which characterise the shapes of

the pdfs. The set of parameters ✓ = (✓s,✓b, btot) are used as nuisance parameter

in the PLR.

The likelihood function is constructed as the product of Poisson probabilities

for all bins:

L(n|µ,✓) =
NY

j=1

(µsj + bj)
nj

nj !
e
�(µsj+bj). (1)

To construct the test statistic we take the ratio of two likelihoods:

�(µ) =
L(µ,

ˆ̂✓ )

L(µ̂, ✓̂ )
, (2)

where L(µ,
ˆ̂✓ ) is the conditional maximum likelihood with a fixed value of µ

and L(µ̂, ✓̂ ) is the unconditional maximum likelihood with both µ and ✓ uncon-

strained.

The test statistic takes values in the range 0  �  1, with � closer to one

indicating better agreement between the given value of µ and the data.

It is more convenient to use the test statistic:

tµ = �2ln�(µ), (3)

which can take values, 0  tµ  1, where greater values correspond to greater

incompatibility between the hypothesized value of µ and the data.

To quantify the level of disagreement between the hypothesis and data we

compute the p-value:

pµ =

Z 1

tobs

f(tµ|µ)dtµ, (4)

where tobs is the observed test statistic and f(fµ|µ) is the pdf of tµ assuming

the given value of µ. This is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Plot showing the p-value from an observed test statistic for a given

distribution.

2

Set projected 
sensitivity limit 
using profile 

likelihood ratio:

Put 
background 
pdfs through 

detector 
response model

Percentage error on detector readout as a function of 
deposited energy 

Initial sensitivity limit projection for WIMP-neutron SD interactions from five 
1cm3 3He cells running for a total exposure time of 6 months – using error 

from conventional lock-in amplifier

Supervisor: Jocelyn Monroe

Electron Recoil

Paolo Franchini 12

Dark Matter events in He3

● Collision WIMP-He3 atom
– Heat as quasiparticle excitations
– Light from de-excitation

UV photons

WIMP

Scintillation

Nuclear Recoil

G4 Visualisation of 
cryostat geometry

Inner and outer epoxy shells 
with He3 volume (blue cube)

Preliminary

Preliminary

Preliminary

1. Interaction

2. Detection

3. Signal

7



Calibration campaign

● Two bolometers currently cold in the nuclear demagnetisation refrigerator 
● Each bolometer contains one heater (Ø 13.5 µm) and one thermometer (Ø 

4.5 µm) wire.
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Bolometer response

● Wire oscillating in magnetic field in a He3 cm3 box
● Damping force on the oscillator, enhanced by
● Andreev reflections

● Voltage response

         Detector

I(w) V(t)

Detector: Vibrating Wires
1. Oscillating wire in a 
magnetic field driven 

at frequency f

Z( f )

8

I( f )

Current prototype cell ~ 0.3 cm3
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4. THE EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION OF ANDREEV REFLECTION
IN SUPERFLUID 3He
To introduce the implications of Andreev reflection in superfluid 3He, we begin by considering
the damping of an object moving through the superfluid in the ballistic regime at very low tem-
peratures, for example, at the ∼100-µK level, where the quasiparticle/quasihole normal fluid gas
is so tenuous that the mean free paths of the excitations are much larger than any experimental
dimensions (10).

The scenario we are considering is shown in a simple one-dimensional representation in
Figure 8. Here, we picture an object (labeled “wire”) moving through the liquid to the left
along with the dispersion curves for the excitations near the moving object and out in the bulk
superfluid. We take the rest frame to be that of the moving object as most convenient. We assume
that the liquid immediately adjacent to the object is moving with it. (Of course, we cannot have a
flow around a moving object in one dimension, but this is simply to present the argument). Out in
the bulk liquid the excitation dispersion curve is canted because that part of the liquid is in motion
with respect to the object.

Starting with the front of the wire, i.e., on the left, an approaching low-energy quasiparticle
can travel from the bulk into the region of stationary liquid near the object. It can thus scatter
normally from the object, dampen its motion by the exchange of 2pF, and return to the bulk.
Conversely, a low-energy quasihole approaching from the front cannot penetrate into the region
near the object as there are no approaching quasihole states with the appropriate energy. The
excitation thus undergoes Andreev reflection to retrace its path as a quasiparticle. This means that
if the canting of the dispersion curve is greater than the mean quasihole energy above the gap, in
other words, if pF·v > kT , then no thermal quasiholes can reach the moving object to exchange
momentum. This makes the flow field a sort of Maxwell demon that breaks the particle–hole
symmetry. This also implies a very large damping force to the front side of the moving object
because only quasiparticles can interact with it.

Bulk 3He Bulk 3He3He near wire 3He near wire
Wire velocity

Δ
Δ + pFv

Δ – pFv

Wire

Δ + pFv

Δ – pFv

Figure 8
A one-dimensional schematic of the scattering processes when an object moves through the superfluid. In
the figure are the excitation dispersion curves for near and far regions of the liquid in the rest frame of the
moving wire. At low temperatures, only quasiparticles can reach the front surface of the wire, and only
quasiholes can reach the rear surface. Animations can be found in Supplemental Videos 5 and 6.
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Calibration campaign

● Two bolometers currently cold in the nuclear demagnetisation refrigerator 
● Each bolometer contains one heater (Ø 13.5 µm) and one thermometer (Ø 

4.5 µm) wire.

Paolo Franchini 27

Bolometer response

● Wire oscillating in magnetic field in a He3 cm3 box
● Damping force on the oscillator, enhanced by
● Andreev reflections

● Voltage response

         Detector

I(w) V(t)

Detector: Vibrating Wires
1. Oscillating wire in a 
magnetic field driven 

at frequency f
2. Damping force on wire 

due to QP interactions

Z( f )

https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev-conmatphys-031016-025411

9

I( f )

Current prototype cell ~ 0.3 cm3

Good Vibrations 

https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev-conmatphys-031016-025411
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4. THE EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION OF ANDREEV REFLECTION
IN SUPERFLUID 3He
To introduce the implications of Andreev reflection in superfluid 3He, we begin by considering
the damping of an object moving through the superfluid in the ballistic regime at very low tem-
peratures, for example, at the ∼100-µK level, where the quasiparticle/quasihole normal fluid gas
is so tenuous that the mean free paths of the excitations are much larger than any experimental
dimensions (10).

The scenario we are considering is shown in a simple one-dimensional representation in
Figure 8. Here, we picture an object (labeled “wire”) moving through the liquid to the left
along with the dispersion curves for the excitations near the moving object and out in the bulk
superfluid. We take the rest frame to be that of the moving object as most convenient. We assume
that the liquid immediately adjacent to the object is moving with it. (Of course, we cannot have a
flow around a moving object in one dimension, but this is simply to present the argument). Out in
the bulk liquid the excitation dispersion curve is canted because that part of the liquid is in motion
with respect to the object.

Starting with the front of the wire, i.e., on the left, an approaching low-energy quasiparticle
can travel from the bulk into the region of stationary liquid near the object. It can thus scatter
normally from the object, dampen its motion by the exchange of 2pF, and return to the bulk.
Conversely, a low-energy quasihole approaching from the front cannot penetrate into the region
near the object as there are no approaching quasihole states with the appropriate energy. The
excitation thus undergoes Andreev reflection to retrace its path as a quasiparticle. This means that
if the canting of the dispersion curve is greater than the mean quasihole energy above the gap, in
other words, if pF·v > kT , then no thermal quasiholes can reach the moving object to exchange
momentum. This makes the flow field a sort of Maxwell demon that breaks the particle–hole
symmetry. This also implies a very large damping force to the front side of the moving object
because only quasiparticles can interact with it.

Bulk 3He Bulk 3He3He near wire 3He near wire
Wire velocity

Δ
Δ + pFv

Δ – pFv

Wire

Δ + pFv

Δ – pFv

Figure 8
A one-dimensional schematic of the scattering processes when an object moves through the superfluid. In
the figure are the excitation dispersion curves for near and far regions of the liquid in the rest frame of the
moving wire. At low temperatures, only quasiparticles can reach the front surface of the wire, and only
quasiholes can reach the rear surface. Animations can be found in Supplemental Videos 5 and 6.
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Calibration campaign

● Two bolometers currently cold in the nuclear demagnetisation refrigerator 
● Each bolometer contains one heater (Ø 13.5 µm) and one thermometer (Ø 

4.5 µm) wire.

Paolo Franchini 27

Bolometer response

● Wire oscillating in magnetic field in a He3 cm3 box
● Damping force on the oscillator, enhanced by
● Andreev reflections

● Voltage response

         Detector

I(w) V(t)

Paolo Franchini 28

Bolometer response

● Measure energy deposition as variation of the resonance widthDf

frequency

re
s
p
o
n
s
e

         Detector

Detector: Vibrating Wires
1. Oscillating wire in a 
magnetic field driven 

at frequency f
2. Damping force on wire 

due to QP interactions

3. Detected as change of 
impedance  - variation in 

  used to reconstruct 
energy: 


Winkelmann et al: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2007.01.180

Z( f )
Δf

Z( f )

https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev-conmatphys-031016-025411

10

Z( f )

I( f )

Current prototype cell ~ 0.3 cm3

Excitations 

Good Vibrations 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2007.01.180
https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev-conmatphys-031016-025411


Detector: CalorimetryExample of experimental data

● Raw data recorded by the Ø4.5 µm 
detector

● Inset shows details of two events
● The peaks correspond to quasiparticle 

emission events inside the bolometer
● Calibration gives us a means of 

converting these peaks to heat 
deposition due to energy deposited by 
a particle recoiling through the 
superfluid (either dark matter-induced 
or from background sources)

Data! 

Pulses caused by heating 
events - use to reconstruct 
energy

Calibration campaign

● Two bolometers currently cold in the nuclear demagnetisation refrigerator 
● Each bolometer contains one heater (Ø 13.5 µm) and one thermometer (Ø 

4.5 µm) wire.

11
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Conclusion and outlook

cells with 

nanowires

390 nm 

wire

Heat

exchange

Heat

exchange

Detector: Nanowires & Cryostat

Paolo Franchini 14

Bolometer in He3

Niobium–titanium
180 nm wire

He bathHe bath
1K

Dilution
refrigerator
(vacuum)

Heat
exchange
Heat

exchange

Calibration campaign

● Two bolometers currently cold in the nuclear demagnetisation refrigerator 
● Each bolometer contains one heater (Ø 13.5 µm) and one thermometer (Ø 

4.5 µm) wire.

Bolometer cells 

12

Credit: D Zmeev



• Important for cosmic ray or electronic recoil veto


• Silicon photomultipliers - arrays of single photon 
avalanche diodes


• Single photo-electron (p.e.) resolution


• Successful test done at 4K

,3

��

5HFRLOV�LQ�+HOLXP��JHQHULF�LQFLGHQW�SDUWLFOH�,3�

+H

,RQL]DWLRQ ([FLWDWLRQ

+H�
+H� H�

a�����UHFRPELQDWLRQ

4XDVLSDUWLFOHV��KHDW�

6LQJOHW�89�
3KRWRQV�����H9�

7ULSOHW�
0ROHFXOHV

,5�SKRWRQV�
���H9�

Detector: Measuring Ionisation

13
Credit: E Leason, A Kemp
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Radioassay
• G4 simulation done for cosmic ray and radiogenic 

event rates


• BUGS (Boulby Underground Germanium Suite) 
used for extensive radioassay of detector and 
cryostat materials

Detector: Background

Expected background rates in ROI (0-10 keV) per kg 
and per cell (0.033 g) assuming 90% CR veto

14
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Energy threshold

Threshold of energy depends 
on energy resolution - 95% 
confidence that the measured 
energy is above 0.

Conventional readout: 9.42 eV

Squid readout reduces noise, 
so resolution is dominated by 
shot noise.

Squid readout: 0.39 eV

Paolo Franchini 35

Bolometer in He3

● Deposited energy as variation of the damping force on the resonator

Lock-in amplifier

SQUID readout

         Readout

Readout: SQUID vs Conventional

• Error on energy measurement ↔ DM energy threshold


• Conventional readout noise dominates over intrinsic 
limitation of QP noise  


• SQUID (Superconducting QUantum Interference 
Device) can reduce noise of readout (< pV scale)


• Tested SQUID readout of nanowire (315nm) at 4.2K

Paolo Franchini 35

Bolometer in He3

● Deposited energy as variation of the damping force on the resonator

Lock-in amplifier

SQUID readout

         Readout

Paolo Franchini 35

Bolometer in He3

● Deposited energy as variation of the damping force on the resonator

Lock-in amplifier

SQUID readout

         Readout

Transformer

Paolo Franchini 35

Bolometer in He3

● Deposited energy as variation of the damping force on the resonator

Lock-in amplifier

SQUID readout

         Readout

Paolo Franchini 35

Bolometer in He3

● Deposited energy as variation of the damping force on the resonator

Lock-in amplifier

SQUID readout

         Readout

Paolo Franchini 35

Bolometer in He3

● Deposited energy as variation of the damping force on the resonator

Lock-in amplifier

SQUID readout

         Readout

15
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Energy threshold

Threshold of energy depends 
on energy resolution - 95% 
confidence that the measured 
energy is above 0.

Conventional readout: 9.42 eV

Squid readout reduces noise, 
so resolution is dominated by 
shot noise.

Squid readout: 0.39 eV

Estimated Sensitivity

Background 
simulation



39 eV 

EConventional
Threshold



0.71 eV

ESQUID
Threshold
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Energy threshold

Threshold of energy depends 
on energy resolution - 95% 
confidence that the measured 
energy is above 0.

Conventional readout: 9.42 eV

Squid readout reduces noise, 
so resolution is dominated by 
shot noise.

Squid readout: 0.39 eV

Estimated Sensitivity
6 month run, 50% livetime, 200nm wire, 

5 x 1cm3 cells (0.1 g / cm3) 

Background 
simulation



39 eV 

EConventional
Threshold



0.71 eV

ESQUID
Threshold

17 Credit: E Leason, N Darvishi, S West
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Example of experimental data

● Raw data recorded by the Ø4.5 µm 
detector

● Inset shows details of two events
● The peaks correspond to quasiparticle 

emission events inside the bolometer
● Calibration gives us a means of 

converting these peaks to heat 
deposition due to energy deposited by 
a particle recoiling through the 
superfluid (either dark matter-induced 
or from background sources)

Conclusion & Future Work

18 Copper cell for mK SQUID readout 
bolometry - data in coming weeks

• Proof of concept for eV scale threshold DM detector


• Data being taken from 4.5 m diameter wire


• SQUID readout tested at 4K - soon to be tested at lower temp


• Energy calibration and photon detection work ongoing


• First paper submitted and under review - watch this space!

μ

Calibration campaign

● Two bolometers currently cold in the nuclear demagnetisation refrigerator 
● Each bolometer contains one heater (Ø 13.5 µm) and one thermometer (Ø 

4.5 µm) wire.



Backup Slides



Recoil Energies
• Lower mass nucleus = lower maximum recoil energies with lighter DM


• Superfluids able to reach low recoil energy/low mass parameter spaceTarget comparison

Maximum recoil energy for light 
and heavier target nuclei

Light nuclei can probe lower 
masses

If the detector threshold is low 
enough!

Tutorial exercise

20



Detector: Calorimetry
Credit: T SalmonExample of experimental data

● Raw data recorded by the Ø4.5 µm 
detector

● Inset shows details of two events
● The peaks correspond to quasiparticle 

emission events inside the bolometer
● Calibration gives us a means of 

converting these peaks to heat 
deposition due to energy deposited by 
a particle recoiling through the 
superfluid (either dark matter-induced 
or from background sources)

Eheat = KTApulse
Data!

Calibration campaign

● Two bolometers currently cold in the nuclear demagnetisation refrigerator 
● Each bolometer contains one heater (Ø 13.5 µm) and one thermometer (Ø 

4.5 µm) wire.

Calibration & 
Pulse fitting

21



Andreev Scattering

22



G4 geometry of cryostat and 
surrounding materials

Resonance Width CalorimetryDetector: Simulation

23

MC event rates produced within 
cell of 3He


Normalise with reference values to 
produce expected bg event rates

Credit: P Franchini



Energy Threshold

Credit: E Leason



Readout: DC SQUID
• Quantum interference between the junctions leads to 

extreme sensitivity to changes in magnetic flux


• Detected as change in IV characteristics sensitive to 
1/2 integer values of applied flux


• Phase sensitive measurement of Ii/Ix is used to 
extract impedance of the wire

Paolo Franchini 39

SQUID readout of a nanowire

● Voltage drive applied inductively
● Wire has Z(w) impedance
● Output current Ii
● Resulting flux read by SQUID
● Output voltage V

V

Current and thermal noise

SQUID

         Readout

25

Frequency sweeps of 315nm wire taken at 4.2K

Credit: L Levitin

where the FLL gain is determined by the feedback resistor Rf and mutual
inductance Mf between the feedback coil and the SQUID. For the “XL” and
“XXL” PTB SQUID current sensors the typical parameters are Li ⇠ 1µH,
Mi ⇠ 10 nH, Mx ⇠ 10 nH, Mf ⇠ 50 pH. Commonly XXF-1 FLL electronics
is operated with Rf = 10 k⌦.

A phase-sensitive measurement of VFLL yields the complex ratio Ii/Ix as
a function of frequency. From Eq. (1) the wire impedance

Z(!) =
i!MxIx

Ii
�R� i!L. (3)

For a wire of length l and mass per unit length m, resonating at frequency
!0/2⇡ with a linewidth W in magnetic field B (SI units are used below) [1]

Z(!) =
i!lB2/m

!2
0 � !2 + 2⇡iW!

. (4)

At T ⇠ 100µK the presence of superfluid 3He around the wire results in a
temperature-dependent increase in W without significant e↵ect on !0. On
resonance Z(!0) = lB2/2⇡mW and @Z(!0)/@W = �Z(!0)/W , so a small
change �Ii at a fixed drive Vx translates to �W via

�W

W
=

[Z(!0) +R + i!0Li]
2

Z(!0)

�Ii
Vx

. (5)

For the linewidth to have a strong temperature dependence, the wire must be
operated in a linear regime with velocity below v0 = kBT/pF ⇡ 1mm/sec [4,
2]. This corresponds to the voltage across the wire Vv  V max

v ⇡ lv0B,
limiting the drive voltage to

V max
x =

Z(!0) +R + i!0Li

Z(!0)
V max
v . (6)

The optimum measurement of small changes in W is performed with this
drive level1, transforming Eq. (5) into

�W

W
=

[Z(!0) +R + i!0Li] �Ii
V max
v

. (7)

It is convenient to represent all noise sources in the system as equivalent
contributions to input voltage noise Vn, see Fig. 1. By analogy with Eq. (1),
Vn = [Z(!0) +R + i!0Li] �Ii, simplifying Eq. (7) to

�W/W = Vn/V
max
v . (8)

1
If V max

x corresponding to the baseline W is used, the heating events in the
3
He target

increase W , reducing Z(!) and Vv, so the condition v  v0 remains satisfied.

2



SQUID Readout Resolution

Expected SQUID noise in width measurement in 
3He bolometer at 130 K and 5 bar of pressureμ

26

Note that this is a slightly non-trivial result: the uncertainty in linewidth W
is limited by the ratio between the noise voltage in the entire measurement
loop and the voltage across the vibrating wire alone, not the drive voltage.

The SQUID amplifier is characterised by flux noise �n with power spectral
density S� ⇡ 0.2 � 1µ�2

0/Hz. It is equivalent to current �Ii = �n/Mi and,
by analogy with Eq. (1), to voltage Vn = [Z(!0) +R + i!0Li]�n/Mi.

Additionally fraction ⌘ ⇡ 0.5 of �N associated with the current circulating
in the SQUID loop Is = ⌘�N/Ls induces Vn = �i!MiIs = �i!↵2⌘Li/Mi,
where ↵2 = M2

i /LiLs ⇡ 0.7 is the coupling coe�cient between the SQUID
and its input coil [3]. Adding the above two terms together and integrating
S� over the measurement bandwidth (the inverse of the lock-in time constant)
�f ⇠ 1Hz gives the variance of Vn due to the SQUID noise

V 2
n =

��Z(!0) +R + i!0(1� ↵2⌘)Li

��2 S��f/M2
i .

Johnson-Nyquist noise in R contributes V 2
n = 4kBTR�f . Thermal motion

in the wire with kinetic energy lmv2th/2 = kBT/2 leads to V 2
n = (lvthB)2 =

kBT lB2/m.2 Ultimately, the resolution in measuring the linewidth is

�W

W
=

q��Z(!0) +R + i!(1� ↵2⌘)Li

��2S��f/M2
i + 4kBTR�f + kBT lB

2/m

V max
v

.

(9)
Above the 3He, the wire mechanical mode and electrons in the wire/contacts
are assumed to be at the same temperature T . To model a real experiment
it may be necessary to assign these subsystems distinct temperatures.
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Here V 2

n represents thermal voltage noise in the wire over full frequency axis. Note

that V 2
n = kBT lB2/m = 2⇡kBTZ(!0)W is equivalent to the Johnson-Nyquist noise in

a resistor Z(!0) over a bandwidth �f = ⇡W/2. Detailed analysis of noise spectrum

in a damped harmonic oscillator is beyond the scope of this report. Likely for narrow

measurement bandwidth �f < W , this noise is reduced to V 2
n (!) = 4kBT ReZ(!)�f .
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Ratio between sum of noise contributions 
and maximum voltage across the wire

Credit: L Levitin
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Spin Independent Sensitivity

Credit: E Leason, N 
Darvishi S West
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Comparison to existing constraints

QUEST full 
exposure, 
conv. 
readout

Collider

Direct 
detection

Wider Context for Estimated Sensitivity

Credit: E Leason, N 
Darvishi S West

Preliminary


